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We are publishing the USS Taylor (DD/DDE-468) Reunion Association Newsletter as a 

forum for disseminating information concerning the activities of the Reunion Association 

and its members particularly as it relates to reunions as well as the maintenance of a 

high level of interest in the history of the USS Taylor (DD/DDE-468) and the men who 

served on her.   We encourage and welcome  informational contributions, including 

articles, from members at any time.  Please submit comments, inquiries, or possible 

contributions to Ms. Dorothy Davis at shipsahoy16@gmail.com.  No political 

commentary, please. 

 
 

2020 REUNION NOW 2021 REUNION 

 

In reaction to the COVID 19 pandemic we have worked with the Central Hotel & 

Conference Center, 800 E. Park Drive, Harrisburg, PA 17111 to reschedule our reunion 

by one year, from 26 August thru 30 August, 2021.   We are rescheduling all the support 

contracts (photography, entertainment, transportation) so that the structure of the 

reunion will be basically the same as previously planned.  To summarize: 

 

 *  We are working with Lowee's Group Tours to set up a series of interesting 

included and optional tours.  Among the places we will be visiting are: 

 



 

 

  -- GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD & VISITORS CENTER 

  -- DOBBIN HOUSE TAVERN 

  --  PENNSYLVANIA STATE HOUSE 

  -- FINICCI'S ITALIAN EATERY & BAR 

  -- ANTIQUE AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF AMERICA (AACA) MUSEUM 

  -- HERSHEY'S CHOCOLATE WORLD 

 

                                        

 

 * We are trying to contact Alan Wycheck of Harrisburg, PA 

http://www.alanwycheckphoto.com/  to see if he will be amenable to being our reunion 

photographer in 2021 -- he was scheduled to be the photographer for our cancelled  

2020 reunion.  He would take group photos during a dedicated photo shoot as well as 

table shots during our banquet.  These would not be souvenir photos but we will use 

them to populate our web site.  Those desiring hard copies can download and print them 

or ask Bob Cashin or Jim O'Neill to do that for them.  

 

 * Via BRP Entertainment,  we have booked Ray Rossi, a local Disc Jockey (DJ) 

also for the banquet.   

 

 * The printing company that produced our paper products (i.e., directory, 

pamphlet, nametags) for more than the past decade closed suddenly .  We have now 

switched to "We Think In Ink"  of Ashland Virginia https://www.wethinkinink.com/ .    

 

http://www.alanwycheckphoto.com/
https://www.wethinkinink.com/


 

 

We had originally planned to have Saturday's lunch in the observatory at the AACA 

museum but, as recommended by Lowee's to reduce costs and catering complications, 

we will be going to Finicci's Italian eatery and bar in Hershey, PA..  Also we have allowed 

time in the schedule for shopping at the Gettysburg Visitor Center, the AACA Museum, 

and Chocolate World.   Cut and  paste the following link into your web browser and click 

on the respective photos to see a preview of these tours. 

https://pinearts.smugmug.com/GodBlessAmerica/USS-Taylor-for-ship-history-go/2020-

REUNION-HERSHEYHARRISBURG .   

 

NOTE: There is also the possibility that the COVID 19 situation will not resolve, or will 

not appear to be resolvable, by August of 2021.  We will be watching the pandemic 

situation closely and will take further action if necessary. 

 

BOOK REVIEW 

            

                                                                                                                

 

After 30 years and with three million copies in print, Michael Shaara's Pulitzer Prize-

winning Civil War classic, The Killer Angels, remains as vivid and powerful as the day it 

was originally published.' 

 

https://pinearts.smugmug.com/GodBlessAmerica/USS-Taylor-for-ship-history-go/2020-REUNION-HERSHEYHARRISBURG
https://pinearts.smugmug.com/GodBlessAmerica/USS-Taylor-for-ship-history-go/2020-REUNION-HERSHEYHARRISBURG


 

 

In July 1863. The Confederate Army of Northern Virginia is invading the North. General 

Robert E. Lee has made this daring and massive move with 70,000 men in a determined 

effort to draw out the Union Army of the Potomac and mortally wound it. His right hand is 

General James Longstreet, a brooding man who is loyal to Lee but stubbornly argues 

against his plan. Opposing them is an unknown factor: General George Meade, who has 

taken command of the Army only two days before what will be perhaps the crucial battle 

of the Civil War.  In the four most bloody and courageous days of our nation's history, 

two armies fight for two conflicting dreams. One dreams of freedom, the other of a way of 

life.  More than rifles and bullets are carried into battle. The soldiers carry memories. 

Promises. Love. And more than men fall on those Pennsylvania fields. Bright futures, 

untested innocence, and pristine beauty are also the casualties of war. 

 

Each 2021 reunion attendee (one per family) will receive a copy of Killer Angels in the 

snail mail.  We strongly recommend reading this book prior to our tour of the Gettysburg 

Battlefield .  It will help put the necessary framework on all the monuments, structures 

and terrain features that you will see.   

 

HEAVY SEAS 

By Tracy Garner FTG1, DD-468, DD-836, DD-884 

(our thanks to the author) 

 

 
                        

For a tin can at sea, deteriorating weather conditions could bring anything from a bumpy 

ride over choppy seas to mountainous waves crashing over the main deck.  It could 



 

 

mean a brief encounter of a few hours, or a struggle lasting several miserable days.  It 

has been said that to appreciate the power and grandeur of nature, one could stand at 

the edge of the Grand Canyon and gaze out over the precipice.  This would surely 

impress upon you just how puny and insignificant you truly are.  I would add that if you 

should do that with the wind howling and the earth pitching and rolling beneath you as 

you desperately cling to a small bush you could then acquire roughly the same 

appreciation of your puniness as does a tin can sailor riding out a storm at sea.  

 

The way it starts: The first hint of what is to come could be the proverbial red sky at 

morning.  Or it could be the less dramatic mid-day sky gradually becoming gray, along 

with the suddenly restless sea.  The word would be passed to prepare for heavy seas as 

the wind begins to form whitecaps and whip a fine spray off the higher waves.  As the 

waves grow larger and the wind increases, the sky and sea merge into a gray haze while 

the ship begins to respond with pitches and rolls of increasing magnitude with no real 

pattern.   

 

A certain carnival atmosphere develops and the noise level within the ship increases as 

a sudden heavier roll is met with exuberant whooping and hollering, often accompanied 

by the sound of some unsecured piece of gear crashing to the deck.  This continues as 

the angle of the rolls increase until, at some point, the ship gradually becomes quieter.  

Everything that was going to fall has either fallen or been secured, and simply being 

about the heaving decks is no longer such great fun for the tiring crew. Now the loudest 

sounds heard are of the bow plunging down into the next wave trough, waves slamming 

against the hull, and the constant squeaking of the expansion joints.  If it gets bad 

enough, sometimes the whole ship shudders as the screws break the surface due to the 

ship riding over the crest of a particularly large wave.   

 

In the pilot house the inclinometer is now being watched as much as the chronometer as 

the helmsman must continually fight to keep the ship on course, since winds and gravity 

work with the waves to skew the ship left and right.  When the carnival ride has lasted 



 

 

long enough, but doesn't end, one could start to see similarities between this situation 

and a tilt-a-whirl ride operated by a sadistic madman with the power to make the ride last 

as long as he wishes, and even go faster.  There is no emergency stop button, and no 

way off.  Storm or no storm, life goes on.  The ships routine is maintained if possible, 

watches must be stood and ships work will still be accomplished.  Everything that 

needed to be done still needs to be done but now the doing becomes more difficult.  Any 

small task that requires two hands now requires two men since you can use one hand for 

the ship, but must reserve the other for yourself.  Simply moving about the ship means 

keeping one hand free to grasp whatever is handy that will keep you from careening off 

in some unwanted, possibly dangerous, direction.  Going through a watertight door often 

becomes a struggle as the ship rolls and the weight of the door requires all your strength 

to pull it closed behind you, you dare not release your grip to let the door swing 

uncontrolled.  The interior passageways become wet and slick from the sea spray 

entering as people access the weather decks, while moving around topside becomes a 

series of ungainly dashes across a pitching, rolling and dangerously slick deck.  These 

dashes are usually made while keeping your back to the wind and the biting rain or 

spray.  The word is passed over the 1MC for all hands to lay clear of the forecastle and 

fantail.  It becomes too dangerous to venture there because the odd wave breaks over 

the decks, carrying away anything or anyone not secured.  

 

Having a meal becomes an adventure requiring you to manage your tray with one hand 

while alternately eating or hanging onto the table with the other, and the deck would 

always become slick from the inevitable spilled food.  The menu would be modified 

somewhat, no need to make a bad situation worse.  Breakfast eggs are scrambled only, 

no over easy (the steam line griddle is also pitching and rolling). This whole process of 

going to the mess deck for a meal would seem to be a lot of trouble for one with no 

appetite, but skipping a meal is not a wise choice.  At the end of a long day you wearily 

climb into your bunk and then grasp your bunk frame or chain to keep from being tossed 

onto the deck during a heavy roll, awake or asleep you do not give up that hold.  When it 

is time to hit the deck you will have newly stiff and aching muscles from clinging to your 



 

 

bunk for hours.  These aches will accompany the existing dull aches and pains 

accumulated from the physical struggles of the day before. You start your new day by 

being tired.  

 

And then there is the sickness:  

 

Everyone who has experienced a storm at sea more than once probably has developed 

his own way of coping.  Some are affected more by the motion than others but I think 

everyone suffers to some extent.  What works for one will not necessarily work for 

another and it is a solitary challenge to find your own way to endure.  The always 

present, well meaning advice may or may not be worthwhile.  For example, the often 

suggested and timeworn trick of eating crackers is suspect.  I have seen boxes of 

crackers eaten between bouts of cracker spewing; they may help some, but not all.  In a 

sense, even though you are crowded together in the steel confines of the ship, when the 

storm hits you are very much alone.  When it comes, the nagging queasiness is yours 

and no one else’s.  To prevent it from becoming the all consuming seasickness requires 

you find some coping skills, and those can only be found within.  They say seasickness 

is mostly a mental state, and your mental state is what you make it.   

 

Even though the struggle to prevent the queasiness from becoming nausea and vomiting 

is a solitary pursuit, for the maintenance of good order and discipline, all hands must 

consider their shipmates.  Even if you should be that rare individual who feels no ill 

effects from the motion, due to the lack of adequate ventilation you still do not open a 

can of sardines or light a cigar inside the ship.  Also, there will be no whining or 

complaining, since anyone you can complain to will be in the same boat, so to speak. 

Whining is sure to bring ridicule and scorn, but no sympathy.  If you do come to the point 

of actually needing a trash can between your knees you may receive a sympathetic 

word, along with a request to take it somewhere else.  The smell of vomit lingers in the 

close confines of a space, much to the discomfort of those required to be there.  Also, 



 

 

cleaning up vomit often results in a chain reaction.  Last but not least, the considerate 

shipmate always pukes leeward.   

 

My first and only experience of actual, hanging over the rail, seasickness did not occur 

during my first, or even my worst storm.  After that one unforgettable episode, I decided 

that nothing that will likely happen at sea can be much worse than reliving that terrible 

day.  My own experience taught me that I would fare much better by just staying too 

busy to give much thought to the ships motion.  If it became too rough to work, or if I ran 

out of anything to do, I should simply stretch out somewhere, with my work jacket for a 

pillow and my ball cap over my eyes, and nap.  After all, what are the chances that the 

Chief would leave the goat locker and come looking with some task or other, he would 

likely be immersed in his own storm coping ritual.   

 

There are not that many places in a tin can where a man can stretch out and reasonably 

expect to be left alone.  My favorite was my tiny air conditioned Mk 25 radar room on the 

01 level, across from radio central.  Any port in a storm, I suppose. The absolute worst 

thing I could do was to just sit wedged in a corner thinking about my discomfort, or 

discussing it with a shipmate.  And then it would pass:  As the worst of the storm passes, 

the skies begin to clear and with the sun, random rainbows appear.  The seas calm, 

conditions quickly return to normal.  The ships' routine becomes an actual routine again 

as the crew cleans up the mess and repairs any damage.  With the return of calm seas 

and clear skies, modified condition Yoke would be set and the watertight doors topside 

opened to help air out the interior spaces.  Soon all would be just as if nothing 

unpleasant had ever happened and the specific memories of this storm will simply merge 

with those from the past.  Instead of being a place of mortal danger, the fantail is once 

again the crews' preferred gathering place for scuttlebutt and socializing while watching 

the sunset.   

 

Thanks to foul weather, I was once fortunate enough to have a unique experience and 

learn, first hand, how they did it in the days of old.  During a visit to Bangkok I had 



 

 

bought an inexpensive hammock made with nylon netting.  Taking little space, it was 

easy to keep rolled and stashed out of sight.  While riding out one uncomfortably close 

typhoon I decided I should try it out at sea.  The only place I knew which had room to 

sling a hammock fore and aft, and was normally unoccupied at night, was the ordnance 

shop on the 01 level behind the after stack.  I informed some people where I could be 

found and retired to the shop for the night.  The hammock was slung between bulkheads 

and above the workbench with enough room to avoid hitting anything as it swung 

suspended high in the small space.  I then turned out the lights and, using my Zippo to 

light my way, carefully climbed from the bench into the hammock and settled in.  The 

experience was unlike anything I had known before.  Reclined in complete darkness, 

snuggled down into the hammock, all sensation of the ships rolls simply disappeared. 

Even with the lateral motion added to the rolls due to my height above the waterline, the 

only apparent effect was the sense of becoming noticeably heavier and lighter as I 

swung wildly to and fro.  I could completely relax without fear of being tossed onto the 

deck below.  To wake hours later refreshed and feeling as if I had spent the night at a 

Holiday inn was a most pleasant revelation. I have since decided that hammocks may 

not have been used on destroyers of the day simply because the Navy was averse to 

spoiling its enlisted men 

  

UPDATES FROM MEMBERS 

 

Susan Katz Clark,  daughter of Benjamin Katz, Commanding Officer, 42-44 sent us the 

lyrics to songs that previous USS Taylor reunions sang during reunion "Sing Alongs".  

We will (re) publish and/or post them before the next reunion.    

  

      

 



 

 

 

Merle Dodds,  CS3 65-66, writes to say: "I bought this lighter from the ships store on the 

Taylor from Phillip Daniels SH3 just before I left the ship in sept. 1966. I believe he was 

killed on the ship in November 1966. Just thought I would share this information." 

 

                                           

 

Tracy Garner, FTG3 68-69, writes to identify two Taylor Sailors in our February, 2020 

photo.  "I think that the guy seared third from left is GMG3 Budworth.  The fella on the 

right wearing the crow is GMG3 Carpentier.  Some people you don't forget." 

 

                                          

 

Eric Hilton, CS3 67-69 writes as follows.  "It is with a heavy heart that I have to write this 

e-mail to you.  Paul’s daughter, Debbie, sent me a message this morning, that her dad, 

Paul Bell, passed away from his ongoing battle with Parkinson’s Disease.  Paul served 

with us on Taylor during our cruises to Vietnam. He was 73 years old.  We are so 

saddened to hear as my wife, Gilda, and I got re- acquainted with Paul and his wife, Gail, 

about 12 years ago when he and Gail would visit her family in Sarasota FL.  We truly had 

a great time on Taylor, as Paul also played drums and would sometimes accompany our 

band, Don Vannucci, (cornet player) and me (guitar) when we played on the ship.    



 

 

He will truly be missed.  I took the photograph which is attached of Paul with the wrench 

on the Taylor.  Would you be kind enough to put this in the newsletter.  Not sure how 

many more there are of us still enjoying life and telling tales of life at sea.  Hope you and 

your family are safe." 

 

                                           

                                                                 Paul and Gail Bell in prior times 

 

                                        
                                                              Paul putting his head on straight 

 

"It was very sad news, but I'm glad Paul is no longer dealing with his disease.  Paul was 

a great guy and we always had a great time on Taylor.   I did two tours with Paul, then 

after our cruise from Australia, and the ship was de-commissioned, I went aboard a 

nuclear Guided missile frigate, the USS Truxtun, home ported in Long Beach.  Did 

another cruise to Vietnam and was discharged from Long Beach in 1970.  I later went to 

photography school in NYC, and became a NYC commercial photographer.  Later, I got 

a job as the corporate photographer for Sperry Gyroscope in the defense/aerospace 

industry, and went back out to Navy bases and photographed Nuclear submarines, F-18 

fighter planes and guided missile destroyers all over the country and Canada.  I even got 



 

 

to photograph the USS Stark when it was blown up in the Gulf.  So even though I left the 

navy, I got to go back to the shipyards and work with the Navy, Marines, Army and the 

weather service, back in the defense industry for about 25 years.   

  

Our shipmate and fellow band member, radioman, Don Vannucci left the service, and 

later re-enlisted in the Navy, as a recruiter in San Francisco. He stayed there for his 

entire career.  He was very sad to hear about Paul. 

  

Hope all is well.  Kindest regards,      

  

Chuck Smith, LTJG 58-62, in an email originated by Taylor Keith (USNA Class of 1958) 

forwarded the following information that will be of interest to Naval Academy Graduates. 

 

The Trustees of the USNA Athletic and Scholarship Foundation met virtually today (@17 

April). The Superintendent Vadm Sean Buck talked to us for about half an hour. We also 

heard from Coach Ken and Chet Gladchuk. I want to share their remarks. Please feel 

free to share with other grads as you see fit.   

 

Vadm Buck: 

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES 

* Nbr 1: Safeguard the health and welfare of the Academy family and local community 

* Graduate and commission the class of 2020 on time 

* Need to “reset" Bancroft Hall. On 6 March shotgunned the Mids on Spring break. 

 (USMA did also, USAFA did not). Extended spring break which had the benefit of 

 enabling the faculty to prepare and set up distance learning. The IT folks worked 

 night and day.The 4000+ Mid’n still have their personal belongings that need to 

 be removed/returned to owners. 

* Induct class of 2024 this summer 

* Safely execute summer programs 

 

CURRENT MODIFICATIONS 

* 99% of Brigade are at home (Some 46 Mid’n are in Bancroft Hall because they had 

 nowhere to go) 

* 95% faculty, coaches and staff are teleworking 

* Yard closed to non-CAC holders 



 

 

* Commissioning week cancelled 

* Summer Seminar and STEP camp cancelled 

* Summer Language, Regional Expertise, and Culture (LREC) trips cancelled; no studies 

 abroad this fall 

* Fleet Summer Training - Have recommend to CNO to cancel al summer training except 

 USMC. Quantico can handle the aspiring marines 

* COVID 19 Cases: Total 10 positive tests- 9 fully recovered of which  6 are Mid’n, 5 fully 

 recovered; no hospitalizations. 

 

DISTANCE LEARNING “GOODS" 

* Rapid transfer to 100% virtual instruction in only 5 days; took a creative, flexible team 

 effort of faculty, IT, library and midshipmen  

* Virtual resources: Midshipman Study Group Program (MGSP), USNA Academic Center 

 Tutoring, Extra Instruction 

 

DISTANCE LEARNING “OTHER” 

* Resource constraints: books, labs. Differing home environments 

* Synchronous vs asynchronous learning 

 

DISTANCE LEARNING “LESSONS LEARNED” 

*Standardize Learning Management System (LMS) across faculty  

 

COMMUNICATIONS 

* On-line teams available 24/7 

* Regularly scheduled “All Hands” calls with Supe and CMC to address yard-wide 

 questions posted on YouTube and Intranet 

* Commandant addresses Brigade each evening via Instagram 

* Mental health guidance and resources from Medical Team on Instagram 

 USNA web page: www.usna.edu 

 www.facebook.com/USNavalAcademy 

 Instagram:@ us naval academy 

 

YARD IMPACTS 

* Anticipating Hopper Hall and Terwilliger Center construction delay. Hopper Halll 

turnover delayed from May to  to June; goal - ready for occupancy for fall academics  

*Chapel dome work progressing on track 

 

http://www.usna.edu/
http://www.facebook.com/USNavalAcademy


 

 

WAY FORWARD 

* Commissioning week cancelled. Will hold  a streamed, live, virtual Commissioning with   

as much “prompt and circumstance” (my words) as possible. Details still being worked 

out. All alumni will be able to tune in. 

* Reset Bancroft Hall. Have several hundred Mid’n living nearby; will bring them back to 

get their gear. 

* Summer events depend not only on me but also on “reopening" policies of DOD, 

Governor of Maryland, and Mayor of Annapolis. 

* Will have a Plebe Summer. Making plans for a 3 week, 5 week, or regular 8 week 

session 

* Fall events TBD; hopefully for a 15 August reforming of the brigade; if can’t, will use 

distance learning 

 

Coach Ken is in Hawaii. 

* Still figuring out who will replace Malcolm Perry. 

* Notre Dame game in Belfast Ireland in August in jeopardy. 

* Way forward depends on lifting social distancing. 

 

Chet Gladchuk (note: USNA Athletic Director) 

* Impact on sports significant. Everything in flux until social distancing is cancelled. 

* Some of the NCAA options include shortened seasons; play only teams in league 

starting October; Reduce number of mandatory varsity sports from 16 to 10 (USNA 

 has 33 !!!; want to maintain.) 

* Our objective is reconvene by mid-August; bring football team back 1 July to start  

practice .  

* Notre Dame-Navy game in Belfast is a big deal. Over 38,500 tourist packages have 

been sold. 

* Golf course renovation almost complete. It will be among the leading college courses. 

 

              All in all the Academy led by Vadm Buck is doing a great job, particularly in the face of 

significant uncertainty. All options and scenarios are being considered and planned for. I 

am confident that when the country reopens, the Academy will be ready to pickup the 

development of the Midshipmen morally, mentally and physically 

 

Ray Unterseher, GMSN 63-64, writes to tell us  "A lot of my Memories from my time on 

the USS Taylor are still very clear!  Never to forget!  Recently I have reunited with a 



 

 

couple of my shipmates.  Monte Ranshaw and Bill Corbett.  I remember taking a lot of 

B/W photos from the cruise.  A lot of the pictures were in the West PAC Cruise album. 

I am 76 years old and I just retired a year ago July 1st.  I worked 47 years in the 

Petroleum Industry in Montana and North Dakota.  Life is good!" 

 

     
Diann & Ray Unterseher 

 

MEMBERSHIP 

 

We have published our 2018 membership directory.  All those who attended the 2018 

reunion have received a copy (one per family, however).  All our  members with internet 

can access the online directory at http://usstaylor468.org/directory/ .  For the Alpha 

Directory the username is bkatzusn  and the password is hongkong.  TOP SECRET.   

 

We are planning on publishing a 2021 hard copy directory but will probably switch over 

to strictly on-line after that. 

 

WEB SITE 

 

ORAL HISTORIES -- Our web site home page https://usstaylor468.org/ has added a link 

to oral histories on the home page.  So far we have four entries, and are looking for more 

contributions.  If you would like to add your memories please contact Bob Cashin at 

rlcashin@verizon.net.  He will send you a small digital handheld recorder with 

instructions in a package enclosing a postpaid return mailer. 



 

 

 

MODERNIZATION -- We are in the process of modernizing the USS Taylor (DD/DDE-

468) web site.  We plan to bring the site up to date with current technology, eliminate 

redundancies, provide for more flexibility, easier management, and longevity. At this 

point, the strategy is to rebuild the site in WordPress software, which is the leading web 

site building software today. This will enable us to present the site at full width, instead of 

the narrow width we have now. It also allows much better and simpler access for us to 

make simple edits ourselves.  We described the changes in greater detail in our August, 

2019 NEWSLETTER.  All the changes will help to give us more security and 

longevity.  Our goal is to have the new site ready for presentation prior to the 2021 

reunion. 

WHERE ARE THEY NOW? 

 

We would like to think that all those who serve on the Taylor and return to civilian life live 

happily ever after while serving as positive role models within their new communities. 

Mark W. G. Ernst served on board Taylor as an SA from 1964-1965.  Apparently he had 

a little more difficulty than most adjusting to life as a civilian and in 1977 murdered a ' 

   

  From the Times Herald, Port Huron, MI July 25, 1978 



 

 

young lady named Gladys Jean Barron.  In 1978 Ernst was sentenced to life in prison.  

He is now serving his sentence in the Macomb Correction Facility in New Haven, MI.  

We have included a recent photo of Ernst  below so that you can recognize him in the 

event that he shows up at a reunion.     

 

 
MARK WILLIAM GARY ERNST 

 

 

PURCHASE FLAG REPLICA 

 
+ 

                                             
 
 

Bob Cashin is offering to produce a photographic replica of our WWII flag for any member 

interested.  The photo is 16" X 12" -- the frame makes it  a few inches larger on each side --  and 

is the same as the one we auctioned off at the Colorado Springs Reunion.  The cost is $130 

payable to Robert L. Cashin.  This is the same price as the auction price.  Any excess over the 

cost to produce and ship the replica is a donation to the reunion association.       

 



 

 

 

HISTORICAL PHOTOS 

 

We are always looking for photos documenting the History of the USS Taylor (DD/DDE-

468) and those who served on her.  Indeed, many people have already shared their 

photos and we have them on file.  The following photograph was taken in 1952  The 

officer on the phone is John U. Hadley, LT 51-53 and a Korean War Plank Owner.  We 

are not sure who the other individual is.                                                                                                                  

 

                                                      
 
 

TAPS -- I N MEMORIAM 

 

We have become aware that the following individuals (previously not reported) have 

passed away since our Nashville reunion: 

 

Danny  L. Allender -- Danny was an RM3 who served on board from 1964 thru 1965. 

                                                                                                                 



 

 

                                                                        

 

Bruce W. Baker -- Bruce was a QMQSN who served on board in 1952. 

Paul W. Bell  --  Paul was an MM3 who served on board from 1967 thru 1969. 

 

                                                                

                               

Martin L. Bullock -- Martin was a YN3 who served on board in 1962.  He retired as a 

CPO.   

 

                                                            

 

Ronald E. Dixon -- Ronald was an MMC who served on board in 1962.  He retired as an 

MMCM.   

 

 

 

 



 

 

Paul M. Langlois -- Paul was a LTJG who served on board from 1964 thru 1966.  He 

retired as a Commander.   

 

                                                  

 

                                                  

Benny J. Mayberry -- Ben was an SN who served on board from 1952 thru 1953. 

Frank E. Patterson -- Frank was an SN who served on board in 1952.  He retired as a 

Master Chief Petty Officer with 37 years of service. 

 

                                                             



 

 

Marion F. Richardson - Marion was an SN and DDE Plank Owner who served on board 

 in 1951 & 1952.   

Vern E. Stark -- Vern was an FN who served on board from 1959 thru 1963.  

                                                        

MISSING IN ACTION 

 

There are several Taylor sailors whom we used to have contact information on but who 

have now dropped out of our sight.  If anyone has any new contact information or knows 

something that happened to them please pass it on to us. 

 

Thomas E. Anderson -- Thomas was an MM3 and was on board from 1964 until 1969.  His last 

 known address is in St. Petersburg, FL. 

Carl Augusta -- Carl was a GM3(T) and was on board from 1943-1945. 

Donald A. Ballard -- Donald was an STG2 and was aboard from 1962-1964 

Jack R. Clendenin -- Jack was a BTFN and was on board in 1969. His last known address is in 

 Roanoke, VA. 

John D. Deardorff -- John served onboard during 1956.  His last known address is in Panama 

 City, FL. 

Gerald P. Kelsh -- Gerry was a LTJG who served on board from 1956 - 1958.  His last known 

 address is in Springtown, PA  

Lester Marney -- Lester was a BT3 who served on board from 1958 - 1960.  His last known 

 address is in Tehachapi, CA. 

Billy W. McCuiston -- Bill was an E4 who served on board from 1953-1955.  His last known 

 address is in Marietta, GA. 

Jimmie D. Mclemore -- Jim was an ET2 on board from 1952-1954.  His last known address is in 

 Livingston, TX. 

Ronald K. Miyata --  Ronald was a SA who served on board in 1966.  His last known address is n 

 West Covina, CA. 

Norman L. Rice -- Norman was a BM3 who served on board in 1963.  His last known address 

 was in Lemon Grove, CA. 

Clifford H. Santiago -- Cliff was an SM1 who served on board from 1961-1964.  His last known 

 address is in Chula Vista, CA. 



 

 

Donald L. Underwood -- Donald was a QM3 who served on board from 1954 thru 1956.  His 

 last known address is in Deming, NM. 

Charles Cameron VanWye  -- "Little Bit" was a  seaman and Korean War Plank Owner who 

 served on board from 1951 thru 1953.  His last known address is in Riverbank, CA. 

Sidney J. Wallace -- Sid was an FC1 who served on board from 1942 thru 1946.  He is a Plank 

 Owner whose last address was in Bakersfield, CA.  



 

 

  

             

                         

  

                                

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


